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systems, extreme cold can cause a loss in capacity and efficiency,
ultimately impacting the hotel’s ability to provide optimal heating.
With water-source VRF, the system doesn’t struggle to accommodate
temperatures below design as it strategically uses a combination of
recovered heat and a natural gas boiler-heated water loop.
Machemehl and the hotel staff experienced the effectiveness of this
design firsthand a few months into the AC Marriott’s opening.
“In January 2018, there was a 6-degree day — extremely cold. Though
it was sunny with a high solar load on the building, I wanted to go out
to the hotel to make sure the building was operating correctly,” noted
Machemehl. “Basically, this system operates off the principle of heat
recovery so the VRF system will capture all of the waste heat in the
building – lights, people, projectors and kitchen equipment in addition
to the solar gain on the building. When I checked the controls, not one
of the boilers was running...from an energy savings and sustainability
standpoint, that’s a home run to have your boilers off when it’s 6
degrees above 0 outside.”
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room from the interface and 75 percent of the time I can fix the issue
right in the Diamond Controls program. This is much more convenient
rather than having to bug the guest, go to their room and start pulling
equipment apart.”
SUBSTANTIAL REBATES
Not only was water-source VRF the ideal choice for ensuring a
comfortable guest experience, but the system’s high-performance
efficiencies allowed Crawford Hoying and systems engineer, Prater
Engineering Associates, to receive substantial rebates.
“We worked with the local utility company, American Electric Power
(AEP), and their custom rebate program,” explained Machemehl. “A
third-party energy modeling program was used to do a projection of
energy usage. With AEP’s custom rebate program, they compare how
much better the building’s projected performance is compared to a
baseline ASHRAE 90.1 building. AEP pays 10 cents for the estimated
first year’s kilowatt hour (kWh) and three cents per kWh to the
designer. The team’s efforts were worth it – Crawford Hoying received
$44,900 and Prater Engineering received $13,500!”

STREAMLINED CONTROLS
Mitsubishi Electric’s Diamond Controls™ also streamline the system’s
monitoring and maintenance. For the facility’s Chief Engineer, AJ
Strzelecki, Shaner Hotel Group, Diamond Controls play a large role in
the hotel’s luxurious atmosphere.

From rebates to controls to acoustics and more, water-source VRF
has been a game changer for the AC Marriott Dublin. For the
general manager, it’s made all the difference in surpassing
guests’ expectations.

“These controls give us the advantage to make a guest’s stay a little
more flawless,” noted Strzelecki. “From a maintenance standpoint,
Diamond Controls has made it easy compared to other properties I’ve
been at. Having that central control system, I can just ‘jump’ into a

“The sophistication of this system is so different from others I’ve used,”
noted Turkay. “With the nature of our building being all glass, energy
efficiency is so important in our operations. We haven’t had any issues
with the system and at the end of the day, our guests are happy.”

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT INSTALLED
183 PAC Simple MA Controllers, 3 MA Remote Controllers,
4 EW-50A System Remote Controllers, 16 PQRY WR2 Series
Outdoor Units, 12 Sub BC Controllers, 4 Main BC Controllers,
156 PVFY Multi-position Indoor Units, 27 PEFY Ceiling
Concealed Indoor Units, 3 PWFY Air to Water Booster Units

